Crickett Fun Match
Off Hand Class
rules
1. The rifle must be a rim fire hunting rifle only.
2. The scope must be no larger than 3x9, open
sights are allowed.
3. There will be only one target (NRA Smallbore)
shot at 25 yards with two shots per target
4. This will be a freehand shoot with no rest or sand
bags or sling or wind flags allowed, the shooters
will be allowed to shot sitting or standing

Light Weight Scope Class
Rules
1. The guns shall be rim fire only, guns shall weigh
no more than 9 lbs.
2. Scope shall be no more than 16X (higher power
variable scopes ok so long as they are set at no more
than 16X)
3. Two IBS Rimfire Target will be shot at 50 yards
(25 shots plus sighters). The targets will be scored
on the best edge scoring method.
5. Only 2 piece rest or sand bags are allowed. No
wind Flags
6. There will be a $10.00 fee

Unlimited Scope Class
Rules
1. This will be an unlimited class with no
restrictions on the gun or scope, however the guns
shall be rim fire only,
2. The targets shall be an A.R.A. practice Target
with two targets shot at 50 yards (25 shots per target
plus sighters), the targets shall be scored on the
worst edge scoring method.
3. The rest shall be a 2 piece rest or sand bags. No
wind Flags
4. There will be a $10.00 fee

Light Weight Iron Sight Class
Rules
1. The guns shall be rim fire only, Guns shall
weigh no more than 9 lbs .
2. Sights shall be open or peep sights and shall have
no magnification.
3. The targets will be the N.R.A. Official 50 yard
Smallbore Rifle Target, there will be a total of 4
targets will be shot at 50 yards, (total of 20 shots
plus sighters) scored on best edge scoring method
with the "X" ring recorded also. At 50 feet, one of
the N.R.A. Official 50ft Smallbore Targets will be
used with a total of 10 shots plus sighters. these
targets will be scored on the best edge scoring
method.
4. only a two piece rest or sand bags allowed. No
wind Flags
5. There will be a $10.00 fee

Unlimited Iron Sight Class
Rules
1. This is an unlimited class with no restrictions on
Guns, however the guns shall be rim fire only.
2. Sights shall be open or peep sights and shall have
no magnification.
3. The targets will be the N.R.A. Official 50 yard
Smallbore Rifle Target, there will be a total of 4
targets will be shot at 50 yards, (total of 20 shots
plus sighters) scored on best edge scoring method
with the "X" ring recorded also.
At 50 feet one of the N.R.A. Official 50ft
Smallbore Targets will be used with a total of 10
shots plus sighters. these targets will be scored on
the best edge scoring method.
4. only a two piece rest or sand bags allowed. No
wind Flags
5. There will be a $10.00 fee

Crickett Fun Match
Cricket Fun Match schedule
Notes.
1. All light weight and unlimited classes will be
shot at the same time but scores will be tallied on
separate spread sheets.
2. The winners of each class will be recognized, and
there will be a champion in each class at the end of
the year in each class.

Unlimited Scope Class

All matches will begin at 9:00 am, sign in begins at
8:30 all entry fees due at sign in.
April 16th
May 21st
June 18th
July 16th
August 20th
October 15th

Off Hand Target

Light Weight Scope Class

Light Weight Iron Sight Class

Unlimited Iron Sight Class

